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Abstract
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Proteins containing a C-terminal thioester are important intermediates in semi-synthesis. Currently
there is one main method for the synthesis of protein thioesters that relies upon the use of
engineered inteins. Here we report a simple strategy, utilizing Sortase A, for routine preparation of
recombinant proteins containing a C-terminal αthioester. We used our method to prepare two
different anthrax toxin cargo proteins: one containing an αthioester and another containing a Dpolypeptide segment situated between two protein domains. We show that both variants can
translocate through protective antigen pore. This new method to synthesize a protein thioester
allows for interfacing of sortase-mediated ligation and native chemical ligation.
Chemical tailoring of proteins is a powerful approach to investigate structure function
relationships and the role of post-translational modifications.1–6 Protein semisynthesis 4,7
and total synthesis8 are commonly used to introduce novel functionalities into proteins. Both
approaches rely on native chemical ligation (NCL)–a chemoselective amide forming
reaction between an αthioester and an N-terminal cysteine moiety.9 When
protein αthioesters are generated from engineered inteins and then modified with NCL the
process is referred to as expressed protein ligation.10–12 Inteins are protein self-splicing
elements that can be engineered to generate protein αthioesters after self-cleavage in the
presence of small molecule thiol.10–12 Despite a number of new methods for the chemical
synthesis of peptide αthioesters, intein mediated synthesis of protein αthioesters is the only
direct route to generate this important functionality needed for semi-synthesis.
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Here we report a sortase-mediated approach for the facile synthesis of protein αthioesters
(Scheme 1). We show that the calcium dependent enzyme sortase A (SrtA) from
Staphylococcus aureus can be used to attach synthetic oligoglycine αthioesters to a number
of different proteins with good yield and efficiency. In addition, this approach allowed us to
prepare two different model cargo proteins and probe their translocation through anthrax
toxin protective antigen. We found that the anthrax toxin pore can translocate cargo proteins
into the cell that either contained an αthioester or a D-polypeptide segment linking two
protein domains.
Sortases are a class of thiol-containing transpeptidases that anchor proteins to the bacterial
cell wall.13 SrtA recognizes a C-terminal LPXTG sequence and cleaves the threonineglycine bond to form a thioacyl-linked intermediate. 14 This intermediate is primed to react
with the N-terminal amino group of an oligoglycine motif. Recent effort has shown that
sortases can be co-opted for the site-specific modification of proteins at the N or Cterminus. 15–25 This sortagging, transpeptidation reaction has been used extensively to attach
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virtually any water-soluble molecule to a protein of interest. Sortagging reactions are
executed in calcium containing aqueous buffer (pH 7–8.5) at nanomolar to micromolar
concentration of SrtA.24 To carry out the sortagging reactions in water the N-terminal
membrane spanning region of SrtA is removed.
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We prepared variants of an oligoglycine αthioester and carried out model studies with
peptide KLPETGG. During the initial stages of our studies Chen et al. reported an evolved
SrtA (SrtA*) that had improved enzymatic kinetics. 26 Once we confirmed SrtA* and SrtA
gave similar product yield in model peptide studies, we chose to work exclusively with
SrtA* because it substantially shortened reaction time. Reactions with SrtA* were complete
in 30 minutes as opposed to 2 hours with SrtA (Figure S1–S2). The analytical RP-HPLC
traces for a model reaction between KLPETGG and G5F-COSR in the presence of SrtA* are
shown in Figure 1. We used RP-HPLC to purify the sortagged reaction product (6.9 mg,
54% yield) and then performed an NCL reaction under standard conditions. After
purification, the NCL product was isolated (83 % yield, 2 mg) and characterized by high
resolution LCMS (Figure 1b–d). We conducted additional sortagging studies to investigate
two aspects of the oligoglycine αthioester: varying the C-terminal amino acid (Xaa) or
varying the number of glycine residues. It has been demonstrated that the reactivity of a
peptide αthioester is dependent upon the identity of the C-terminal amino acid; Gly is more
reactive than Leu, for instance.27,28 Product yields determined from analytical RP-HPLC
ranged from 54–68 % with SrtA (Table S1) and 74–84 % with SrtA* (Table 1) suggesting
the C-terminal amino acid Xaa does not significantly affect the reaction yield. We next
investigated the relationship between reaction yield and the number of N-terminal glycine
residues. The best yields were obtained when three or more glycines were used (Table 2).
With the ability to sortag oligopeptide αthioesters to peptides bearing a C-terminal acceptor
sequence, we carried out investigations with three different model proteins. We prepared
variants of eGFP, lethal factor N-terminal domain (LFN) from anthrax toxin,29 and lethal
factor N-terminal domain fused to diphtheria toxin A-chain (LFN-DTA).29,30 DTA is the
catalytic domain from diphtheria toxin and catalyzes the ADP-ribosylation of elongation
factor-2 within the cytosol thereby halting protein synthesis and causing cell death.31,32 LFN
and LFN-DTA are moieties used to probe the molecular basis of anthrax toxin protein
translocation.33 We prefer to express proteins as SUMO-protein fusions because expression
yields are enhanced and the native N-terminus is generated after removal of SUMO.
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We first investigated, by use of high resolution LCMS, whether SrtA* could tag thioesters
onto our three different model proteins and found that protein thioester products are readily
formed in 30 minutes (Figure S4). We then proceeded to prepare protein thioesters on
milligram scale using the approach shown in Figure 2a. In particular, a one-pot method was
employed whereby we first removed the N-terminal SUMO tag with SUMO protease and
subsequently added SrtA*, Ni-NTA agarose beads, and oligoglycine αthioester peptide.
After completion of the SrtA*-mediated ligation (SML) reaction, pure protein thioester was
isolated by simple filtration and concentration because all unreacted material remained
bound to the Ni-NTA agarose beads. We obtained good yields of pure protein αthioester and
observed minimal amounts of SrtA-mediated hydrolysis when analyzed by high resolution
LCMS (Figure 2b–d). Our isolated yields for the three different model protein thioesters
ranged from 40–80% (Table S3), which is consistent with prior reports for SML. When we
monitored the sortagging reaction by SDS-PAGE and LCMS, we found some product still
bound to the Ni-NTA agarose beads for LFN and LFN-DTA but not eGFP (Figure S5)
suggesting the reaction yields are in part determined by the intrinsic properties of the
protein. For eGFP-COSR we carried out NCL with the model peptide CFRALKAA under
standard conditions (pH 7, TCEP, MPAA catalyst) and obtained 0.8 mg product (98% yield)
(Figure S6).34
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One of the proteins we have chosen to work with in these studies is LFN-DTA. This chimera
serves as an excellent model cargo protein to probe translocation through the anthrax toxin
protective antigen (PA) pore. Having facile chemical access to this molecule allows for the
incorporation of non-natural moieties to further elucidate the mechanisms in which this
protein enters the cell through the PA pore. To begin these investigations, we aimed to study
the translocation of LFN-DTA-COSR and LFN-D-linker-DTA, where “D-linker” refers to a
small D-peptide tether between LFN and DTA. The preparation of these synthetic constructs
is simplified by our new approach to generate protein thioesters. We prepared LFN-D-linkerDTA using the approach shown in Figure 3a. The synthetic approach involves first
sortagging an oligoglycine thioester containing D-amino acids to LFN followed by NCL to
ligate on the C-terminal DTA domain. We also prepared LFN-L-linker-DTA using the same
approach to serve as a control in our translocation assays (Figure S7). By comparing the
translocation efficiency of LFN-D-linker-DTA against the L-amino acid variant, we were
able to evaluate the stereochemical requirement for successful translocation through the
pore.
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With our modified LFN-DTA variants in hand, we tested if they could translocate through
PA.29 In this protein translocation assay, anthrax toxin PA and LFN-DTA were added to
CHO-K1 cells and the amount of LFN-DTA delivered to the cytosol was inferred by
measuring protein synthesis via 3H-Leu incorporation into the cellular proteome. 30,33 Once
LFN-DTA accesses the cytosol it inhibits protein synthesis. The protein synthesis levels for
the variants are shown in Figure 4. We found all variants to translocate at levels similar to
wild-type LFN-DTA.
The translocation of LFN-DTA-COSR suggests that the amide bond can be replaced with a
thioester without affecting passage through the pore. We plan to explore the possibility of
using the thioester functionality to capture translocated proteins and their possible binding
partners in the cytosol.
Our findings indicate that a model cargo protein containing non-natural modifications in the
linker region is capable of translocation through the PA pore. Successful translocation of
LFN-D-linker-DTA demonstrates that the stereochemical constraints on PA-mediated
translocation are minimal, provided that requirements for prepore binding and translocation
initiation are met. This finding is in-line with a prior report investigating replacement of the
N-terminus of LFN with a D-peptide segment.35
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This method to generate an αthioester provides flexibility for covalent modification of
proteins by interfacing key ligation approaches. The termini or linker regions of proteins can
be site-specifically modified in a modular manner by the use of sortase-mediated ligation
and native chemical ligation. Linker regions between two protein domains can be easily
modified with natural or unnatural moieties by synthesizing various peptide thioesters. We
demonstrated the utility of this approach by preparing a variant of LFN-DTA in containing a
D-peptide segment in the linker region. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that a D-peptide fragment has been installed between two recombinantly expressed protein
domains.
Our method of protein thioester generation could be used to overcome solubility limitations
of sortagging reactions. We have found that sortagging efficiency directly parallels
oligoglycine nucleophile concentration. Hydrolysis of LPXTG is a competing side-reaction
for sortagging endeavors.36,37 We found that optimal concentrations of oligogylcine needed
to be 300 μM and above; at lower concentrations, we observed significant LPSTGG
hydrolysis (Figure S8). However, some oligoglycine peptides and proteins are insoluble at
these concentrations. Our approach could be used to overcome this solubility limitation
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because short oligoglycine peptide thioesters tend to be highly soluble in aqueous solution.
Moreover, if a given peptide thioester is still found to be insoluble it can be further modified
to increase solubility by installing an Arg tag on the thioester leaving group.38 After
sortagging with a peptide αthioester, native chemical ligation can be carried out in solvents
and buffers that denature sortase but solubilize the coupling partners. Common solubilizing
agents that can be used in native chemical ligation reactions include denaturants (urea or
guanidinium), detergents, and organic solvents.
However, it should be noted that the utility of sortagging is limited to ligations in which
introduction of the LPXTGn moiety does not significantly alter protein structure. In cases
when the LPXTGn segment may alter the properties of the protein, other ligation methods
should be considered. Despite this limitation, sortagging has been used in numerous
instances to modify proteins for biological study.15–25 In our case, the LPSTG5 linker did
not affect the translocation of our LFN-DTA constructs. One way to overcome this limitation
would be to evolve sortase to recognize different and possibly shorter sequences. Recently,
Piotukh et al. evolved SrtA to recognize FPXTG or APXTG motif, suggesting this may be
possible. 39
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In summary, we have developed a SrtA-mediated ligation approach for the synthesis of
recombinant protein thioesters. Protein thioesters are generated in 30 minutes with good
yields, and pure products are isolated without elaborate purification steps.
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Figure 1.

LC data for peptide αthioester synthesis using SrtA* followed by NCL. (a) SrtA*-mediated
ligation (SML) of model peptide. (b) Analytical RP-HPLC of crude SML reaction for t = 0
min and t = 30 min. Reaction conditions: 1 mM G5F-COSR, 500 μM KLPETGG, 5 μM
SrtA*, SrtA* buffer, pH 7.5. (c) Native chemical ligation (NCL) with sortagged thioester
reaction product. (d) Analytical RP-HPLC of purified NCL reaction product. Reaction
conditions are reported in the supporting information. All analytical RP-HPLC signals are
measured at 214 nm. Δ: impurity peak.
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Figure 2.

LCMS data for protein αthioester synthesis using SrtA*. (a) SML of model proteins. (b)–(d)
LCMS and deconvoluted MS (inset) of the main component for LFN, LFN-DTA and eGFP
thioesters. Reaction conditions: (1) SUMO cleavage: 1 μg SUMO protease per 1 mg protein
for 90 min at room temperature. (2) SML: 500 μM G5F-COSR, 100 μM protein-LPSTGG, 5
μM SrtA*, 75 μl Ni-NTA agrose slurry per mg protein, SrtA* buffer, pH 7.0, 30 min.
LCMS traces are shown as total ion current.
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Figure 3.

Installing a D-peptide segment between LFN and DTA. (a) Synthetic strategy used to
modify the linker region (lower case = D-amino acid). (b) LCMS and deconvoluted MS
(inset) for LFN-D-linker-DTA. The reaction conditions are reported in the supporting
information. LCMS traces are shown as total ion current.
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Figure 4.

Translocation of LFN-DTA variants into CHO-K1 cells. Cells were incubated with LFNDTA, LFN-DTA-COSR, LFN-L-linker-DTA, or LFN-D-linker-DTA at different
concentrations in the presence or absence of 10 nM PA for 30 minutes. The media was then
replaced with leucine-free medium supplemented with 1 μCi/mL 3H-Leu, and incubated for
1 hour. After incubation, the cells were washed three times with cold PBS, scintillation fluid
was added, and incorporated 3H-Leu was determined by scintillation counting. Each data
point represents the average of three trials at the specified concentration.
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Protein αthioester synthesis using SrtA
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SrtA*-mediated ligation reaction yields with different G5-Xaa-COSR to model peptide
Xaa

Gly

Phe

Ser

Leu

Yield (%)

76(2)

84(3)

74(3)

75(2)

Reagents and conditions: 500 μM KLPETGG was reacted with 1 mM G5-Xaa-COSR for 30 min in the presence of 5 μM SrtA* and SrtA* buffer
(10 mM CaCl2, 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl) pH 7.5. The thioester R group was -CH2-CH2-L-RCONH2. Standard deviations are shown in
parentheses.
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46(8)

62(1)❖

Yield(%)

68(6)

3
69(3)

4
70(1)

5
59(8)

6

❖

Both KLPETGG-COSR and KLPETG-COSR were formed when G-COSR was used as the nucleophile. The yield represents the sum of both reactions.

Reagents and conditions: 500 μM KLPETGG was reacted with 1 mM Gn-COSR for 30 min in the presence of 5 μM SrtA* and SrtA* buffer, pH 7.5.

2

1

Number of Gly

SrtA*-mediated ligation reaction yields with increasing number of glycines in Gn-COSR to model peptide.
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